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ABSTRACT

Information extraction from multilingual text for conversational AI generally implements natural language understanding (NLU) using multiple language-specific models, which may not be available for low resource languages or code mixed scenarios. In this paper, we study the implementation of multilingual NLU by development of a language agnostic processing pipeline. We perform this study using the case of a conversational assistant, built using the RASA framework. The automatic assistants for answering text queries are built in different languages and code mixing of languages, while doing so, experimentation with different components in an NLU pipeline is conducted. Sparse and dense feature extraction accomplishes the language agnostic composite featurization of text in the pipeline. We perform experiments with intent classification and entity extraction as part of information extraction. The efficacy of the language agnostic NLU pipeline is showcased when (i) dedicated language models are not available for all languages of our interest, and (ii) in case of code mixing. Our experiments delivered accuracies in intent classification of 98.49\%, 96.41\% and 97.98\% for same queries in English, Hindi and Malayalam languages, respectively, without any dedicated language models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Natural language understanding (NLU) deals with comprehension of human languages by computers [1]. The NLU enables an AI to interpret the meaning from text by performing several tasks such as text categorisation, entity extraction, intent recognition, etc. These tasks act as basic building blocks of conversational assistants.

NLU is usually accomplished with specific language models catering to individual languages. The language modelling follows procedures like n-grams computation [1], or adopts recursive neural architectures [2, 3] or the current state-of-the-art transformers [4]. Constructing a conversational assistant for a popular language like English is fairly straightforward, as multiple resources and pre-trained models are readily available [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. This is not the case with multilingual settings, where several languages are from the low-resources category.

For a multilingual application, building language models for all languages under consideration is arduous [10, 11]. Also, the task of language modelling is challenging for low resource languages. One of the earlier and widely used strategy for accomplishing multilingual capability was through translation, where language model is available only in one language that caters to all other languages of interest by using translation in the front-end and back-end. This method requires accurate translation models and results in error accumulation in the process pipeline.
Another widely accepted solution for performing NLU without explicit language modelling is by using pre-trained resources and fine-tuning them for specific use-cases [5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14]. However, this approach will reap immediate advantages only if, there exist a pre-trained model for the language of our interest. An alternate way of using an existing pre-trained model to cater to the language of our interest is via transfer learning [15, 16, 17, 18]. Yet, it requires the knowledge of structure of languages and relationship between source and target languages to use pre-trained model from a source language to perform NLP for a target language [19]. Also, the effectiveness of pre-trained models for NLU in code mixed scenarios is limited.

Recently, several advances have been made in the direction of language agnostic NLP by means of joint multilingual language models [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. These models attempt to map the text from multiple languages to a shared representational space in terms of word/sentence embeddings, constructed on a shared vocabulary from multiple languages [19]. The embeddings of words from different languages, those have similar meanings, are represented by closer vectors. These shared representations can then undergo some language specific post-processing to address different NLP tasks in different languages. NLU from code mixed text data is identified as a far more challenging task [24]. Fine tuning, data augmentation, generation of code mixed data, etc. were proposed to use pre-trained models for NLU from code mixed text [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Code mixing was also attempted by translation and/or transliteration to a target script and then employing pre-trained models for NLU [25, 31]. These methods are known to propagate errors from translation modules to the NLU process.

In this paper, we study the usefulness of language agnostic NLP in information extraction from different Indian languages and code mixing of languages, without any data augmentation or translation/transliteration. We develop an NLU process pipeline for the application of conversational assistants with all individual process components to be language agnostic. We choose a case study with conversational sales assistants built using the RASA framework [32], serving customer queries in English, Hindi, Malayalam and code mixing of English and Hindi. For the development of the language agnostic NLU pipeline, we carefully study and choose the process components. Later, we attempt information extraction (intent classification and entity recognition) from customer queries using the developed NLU pipeline. The studies presented in this paper show that the language agnostic NLU pipeline delivers competent performance in entity extraction and intent classification for all language scenarios under consideration. Through this study, we showcase the enabling of language understanding capability in conversational assistants using language agnostic processing. Also, we demonstrate the effectiveness of language agnostic processing in code mixing of languages written in same and different scripts.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 explains the conversational assistant, which is the application that we have selected to aid the study. Section 3 describes the development of the language agnostic NLU pipeline. In Section 4, we present the evaluation of NLU pipelines for different language cases and showcase their efficiency in information extraction. We summarise the inferences from this study in Section 5.

2. Case Study: A Conversational Sales Assistant

For the study of language agnostic NLU, we choose the case of a conversational assistant providing automatic sales support to customers by responding to their queries. We build conversational assistants to address queries in English, Hindi, Malayalam and code mixing of Hindi and English languages. These assistants are built using the RASA framework [32], and we experiment on the language agnostic NLU process pipeline for multiple assistants.
The RASA is an open source platform designed to build chat and voice-based automatic assistants. It helps in creating process pipelines for NLU and RASA core, using components available either from within the framework or from external libraries [32, 34]. It also provides a joint intent-entity classifier called DIET for NLU, and helps with dialogue management using stories and rules dictated by RASA policies [32, 37]. As its open source and rich in features, we chose RASA to build our case study.

The conversational sales assistant in our study is expected to receive customer queries related to a product specifications, price and other details regarding an intended purchase. Example queries in English and transliterated Hindi, received by the sales support assistant, are given in Table 1. To understand customer queries, the assistant requires NLU capability to perform information extraction from short text messages. The NLU for such conversational assistants include intent classification to identify the intent of a customer’s query (eg: whether the customer aims to find the price of a product or its’ specifications) and entity extraction to identify relevant details in the customer’s messages (eg: which product is the customer talking about, location from which the person wants to make a purchase from, etc.).

Table 1: Sample queries for a conversational sales assistant with respect to intents. The entities are highlighted in bold fonts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intent</th>
<th>Example query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greet</td>
<td>Hello, my name is name\textit{A}. Namasthe, mein \textbf{Kolkata se hoon}. \textit{(Hindi in latin script)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodbye</td>
<td>Bye. Thanks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product details query</td>
<td>I would like to know different options in \textbf{washing machines}. Can you tell me more about \textbf{BrandA} ? Mein \textbf{carBrandA} khareedna chahta hoon. Uske detailed info chahiye. \textit{(Code mixing)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product price query</td>
<td>I want to know the price of washing machine \textbf{BrandA}. \textbf{CarB} ki on road price kitna hain ?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The intent classification in our case study aims to classify customer queries into one among 4 intents, namely, greet, goodbye, product details query and product price query. In this limited query set up, we chose two simpler intents as greet and goodbye, where the user messages are of simpler constructs. On the other hand, we have chosen two more complex intents as ‘product details query’ and ‘product price query’, where the user messages can be long complex sentences, mentioning multiple entities. See the Table. 1 for examples.

The conversational assistant’s NLU also needs to identify entities of relevance to the use case, specifically, \textit{name} & \textit{location} of the customer and \textit{class} & \textit{name of the product} being queried about. We have chosen two entities that can be considered as restricted entities and the other two can be viewed as unrestricted entities. The ‘\textit{name}’ and ‘\textit{location}’ of the customer can take a wide range of values (unrestricted). On the other hand, the entities ‘\textit{product class}’ and ‘\textit{product name}’ may take a rather restricted set of values depending upon the use-case, as a particular vendor or company generally sells a closed set of classes and variants of their products.

The intent classification and entity extraction together represent information extraction required for the conversational sales assistant in our study. Using this case study of a conversational assistant, we analyse the language agnostic NLU process pipeline for information extraction from text messages in multiple languages and code mixing of languages.
3. LANGUAGE AGNOSTIC NLU PROCESS PIPELINE

The implementation of NLU process for the conversational assistant is carried out using the RASA framework [32]. The most common components in an NLU process pipeline are text preprocessing, extracting a feature representation of text, and classification. Generally, these components are realised using strategies/models learned from text data belonging to a specific language, essentially building capability of understanding that particular language. In this study, we attempt to make all components in the NLU pipeline to be language agnostic, by making use of strategies like n-gram modelling and massively multilingual models like multilingual BERT [33]. Thus, no component in the NLU process pipeline has to be changed with a change in language of text messages.

3.1. Preprocessing and data preparation

The text data in our case study consisted of short text messages as shown in Table.1. We performed basic data cleaning and sanity checks, later, removed all punctuations. Then we labelled sentences tagging entities of our interest and categorised the sentences based on intents.

The first component in the NLU pipeline is tokenisation, which is the process of segmenting text data into tokens [1]. As most of the Indian languages and English are written with a white space separating words, we use the simplest of tokenisers in the NLU pipeline, that is the white space tokeniser. RASA supports the implementation of the tokeniser, namely, ‘WhitespaceTokenizer’, or the implementation from spaCy can be used as well [34, 7].

3.2. Featurization of text

Feature representation of tokens is the next critical component in the NLU pipeline. The most simple features that one can choose for text stem from syntax and semantics of the language. We choose to extract lexical and syntactic features for tokens in our text data. RASA supports the usage of ‘LexicalSyntacticFeaturizer’, which tags tokens with information like, whether a token appear at the beginning/ending of a sentence, whether a token is just digits, whether a token is a title, the part-of-speech of the token, etc. Tagging these information corresponding to tokens generate a sparse feature vector per token [34].

One of the earliest and commonly used language modelling strategy is the n-gram modelling. This probabilistic model essentially represents the prominence of a token in a language, by counting its occurrences in training dataset. For the NLU pipeline, we chose to represent tokens as a bag of words representation using n-grams; unigrams for words and uni-, bi-, tri- and tetra-grams for characters. The n-gram based bag of words representation also result in sparse feature vectors. The RASA an n-gram featurizer called ‘CountVectorsFeaturizer’ [34].

Additionally, one can use RASA’s ‘RegexFeaturizer’ for capturing particular patterns of words, that occur in context of specific use-cases. For example, entities following a particular naming strategy, like models of an electrical appliance or a vehicle, can be expressed as regular expressions (regex) for the featurizer to identify. The features including lexical, syntactic, bag of words and regex constitute the set of sparse features included in the NLU pipeline.

3.2.1. Dense featurization

The usage of sparse features may not result in efficient representations of tokens, as they capture only peripheral and probabilistic information from text. The dense featurization attempts to capture meaning of words, and is generally achieved through language specific word embeddings [5, 12, 13, 35].
We intent to develop a language agnostic NLU pipeline without any language-dependent component, and we utilised the pre-trained multilingual BERT (mBERT) model [21, 33]. The mBERT is a transformer model trained using an extremely large multilingual text dataset. The word embeddings from mBERT are faithful representation of meaning and context of words in the respective language. The word embeddings from multiple languages should lie close to each other if the words themselves are similar in meaning [33]. The mBERT is used for dense feature extraction from tokens, in general [38]. However, for a specific use-case, the mBERT may not have the domain knowledge or word representation in its vocabulary. The mBERT should be fine-tuned to present it with required information for successful domain transfer learning.

We have used ‘bert-base-multilingual-cased’ model provided by Hugging Face, supporting 104 languages, to extract dense features for tokens of our text data [36]. This model is fine-tuned while training the NLU pipeline using the customer query dataset in multiple languages. The fine-tuning is intended to provide the mBERT with context and vocabulary specific to the use-case of conversational sales assistant, even though the model has language representation of all languages under our consideration. The feature extraction is realised using ‘LanguageModelFeaturizer’ calling the mBERT model using the RASA framework [34].

We have used sparse, dense and a combination of sparse and dense features incrementally to represent text data. The featurization involving both sparse and dense features in the NLU pipeline is attempted to draw advantages from any complementary-supplementary information that they may have captured from text data. This is termed as composite featurization in our study, which is the significant contribution to the language agnostic NLU process pipeline.

### 3.3. Classification

The next component in the NLU pipeline is a classifier that is intended to perform entity extraction and intent classification, thereby "understanding" the meaning of text data. We have employed RASA's DIET classifier for identifying intents and entities mentioned in Section 2. The Dual Intent Entity Transformer (DIET) is a multitask transformer model that performs intent-entity identification jointly, using a sequence model to learn from the word order and context [37]. It employs the lexical syntactic features for entity extraction, count vector features for intent classification and regex & dense features for both entity and intent identification [34].

The language agnostic NLU process pipeline developed for multilingual and code mixing languages is shown in Figure 1. The pipeline is implemented with RASA framework. The highlight of this pipeline is its truly language agnostic components and the existence of composite featurization.

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We study the performance of the language agnostic processing pipeline for NLU discussed in Section 3, in understanding customer queries for a conversational sales assistant described in Section 2. We implemented the assistants for multiple languages using RASA framework [32].

The NLU process pipeline is trained using a dataset consisting of sample queries corresponding to each intent under consideration, and all entities are labelled in the query sentences. The training dataset contains 120 example queries corresponding to complex intents related to product-enquiry and at least 50 sentences for simple intents. The same query sentences are translated into multiple languages and code mixing is introduced appropriately so that the performance of NLU across all scenarios remain comparable. We experimented with sparse, dense and composite featurization in the NLU pipeline. The tokeniser and DIET classifier stay
consistent in our experiments. The performance of NLU is evaluated with a test dataset of size in a 1:1 proportion with the training dataset without any overlapping sentences between training and testing. We report the accuracies of entity extraction and intent classification as measures of effectiveness of information extraction from text messages using the NLU pipeline.

4.1. Evaluation of entity extraction

The entity extraction performance of language agnostic NLU for multiple languages are reported in Table 2 and average performance is reported in Table 3. Generally the accuracy of extracting restricted entities, like product class and name, is considerably higher than that for unrestricted entities, like names of customers and places of their residence, as can be observed from Table 2. For the unrestricted entities, the sparse features grossly delivered better accuracies than dense features for all languages. We observed that the context in which these entities appear in customer messages is fairly consistent for the sparse featurizers to learn efficiently from the training dataset. Also, the unrestricted set of values of these entities may not appear in the normal vocabulary of a language, making it difficult for multilingual joint language models to efficiently extract word embeddings.

On the other hand, product class and product name are restricted entities, where the dense features had grossly delivered better accuracy of entity extraction, as shown in Table 2. Also when code mixing of languages occurs, the dense features outperform the sparse features by a considerable margin. The dense features are extracted using a pre-trained multilingual joint language model, which has knowledge of multiple languages apriori. The training of NLU pipeline accomplishes the fine-tuning of the multilingual model for it to obtain knowledge specific to our use-case, thus enabling them to generate efficient embeddings representing the restricted entities and code mixed text. On the contrary, the sparse features learn the context of words from the limited code mixed training dataset, hence failing to extract efficient representations of tokens resulting in inferior entity extraction in code mixing. Finally, we
perform composite featurization by including both sparse and dense featurizers in the pipeline to draw advantages from both, as can be seen from Table 3.

Table 2. Accuracy (%) of entity extraction using language agnostic NLU for the languages (LN): English (EN), Hindi (HI), Malayalam (ML), code mixing of English with transliterated Hindi (CM 1) and code mixing of English with Hindi written in native script (CM 2). Notations ‘Sp’, ‘Dn’ and ‘Comp’ denote sparse, dense and composite features, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LN</th>
<th>Unrestricted entities</th>
<th></th>
<th>Restricted entities</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Product class</td>
<td>Product name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Dn</td>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>Sp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>86.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>66.66</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>88.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>98.80</td>
<td>71.43</td>
<td>98.80</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM1</td>
<td>44.44</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>53.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM2</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>76.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Average accuracy (%) of entity extraction using language agnostic NLU for multiple language scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LN \ Features</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Dn</th>
<th>Comp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>86.68</td>
<td>82.99</td>
<td>89.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>82.49</td>
<td>76.99</td>
<td>87.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>82.81</td>
<td>75.05</td>
<td>86.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM1</td>
<td>67.86</td>
<td>77.03</td>
<td>76.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM2</td>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>87.12</td>
<td>88.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also performed a comparative study of language specific (LS) and language agnostic (LA) NLU pipelines for entity extraction. We utilised the NLP, tokenisation and featurization components from the pre-trained spaCy English pipeline named as ‘en_core_web_lg’, to realise the LS NLU for English language [7]. The LA NLU pipeline includes tokenisation and composite featurization. DIET classifier is used consistently in both pipelines.

We opted to perform the comparative study with pure English and English code mixed with transliterated Hindi (CM 1), as dedicated language model pipeline for English was available. The Table 4 presents the accuracy of entity extraction for pure and code mixed language scenarios with and without dedicated language modelling. It can be seen that the LA NLU process performed better than LS NLU in extracting both restricted and unrestricted entities from pure English text and code mixed English-Hindi text. The language agnostic processing pipeline is not affected by a predefined vocabulary and showcases its ability to generalise faithfully well to content that are previously unseen. Thus the LA NLU performed superior to LS NLU, as the latter has a language specific model at its core that failed to capture information.
from out of vocabulary words occurring in specific context of the conversational sales assistant and transliterated Hindi text.

Table 4. Accuracy (%) of entity extraction using language specific (LS) and language agnostic (LA) NLU processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>LA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>78.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CM 1</td>
<td>54.54</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>79.41</td>
<td>86.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CM 1</td>
<td>68.42</td>
<td>81.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product class</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>88.16</td>
<td>95.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CM 1</td>
<td>72.16</td>
<td>82.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>77.14</td>
<td>96.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CM 1</td>
<td>72.31</td>
<td>92.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Evaluation of intent classification

We performed intent classification required for information extraction from customer queries for conversational sales assistant. We experimented with multiple featurizers in the language agnostic NLU pipeline, and the performance of intent classification is shown in Table 5. The sparse and dense features performed equivalently well in recognising intents. We observed that the sparse features performed slightly better than the dense features in identifying simpler intents, namely, greet and goodbye. The sentence structure corresponding to simpler intents and relatively simple with multiple words occurring repeatedly. This scenario is much easier for sparse featurizers to learn from.

On the other hand, the dense features had delivered slightly better accuracy in identifying the complex intents, namely, queries related to product details and price. In code mixing scenario for CM 1 and English-Hindi written in Devanagari script (CM 2), the dense features show their superiority upon sparse features. This behaviour is expected from dense featurizers, as they extend and generalise their learning to complex scenarios. The composite featurization has proven to be advantageous than using either sparse or dense features. The intent classification performance delivered by sparse, dense and composite features are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Average accuracy (%) of intent classification, using language specific (LS) and language agnostic (LA) NLU processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>Dn</th>
<th>Comp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>92.62</td>
<td>98.49</td>
<td>97.74</td>
<td>98.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95.20</td>
<td>93.57</td>
<td>96.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malayalam</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>97.69</td>
<td>97.21</td>
<td>97.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 1</td>
<td>92.23</td>
<td>94.88</td>
<td>97.71</td>
<td>98.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95.58</td>
<td>98.13</td>
<td>98.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also performed the intent classification using LS and LA NLU pipelines. We have implemented the LS NLU for English and English-transliterated Hindi code mixing (CM 1) only, as language specific model for English is available from spaCy. In line with our observation regarding entity extraction, the intent classification performance of LA NLU is
better than LS NLU. Upon fine-tuning, the LA NLU is able to extend its learning to words and context specific to the use case of conversational sales assistants, whereas, the LS NLU is constricted by the vocabulary and context preset to the language for which it is trained on.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the usefulness of language agnostic text processing in realising NLU for conversational sales assistants addressing Indian languages and English. We experimented with featurization components in the NLU pipeline using RASA framework for building the conversational assistants. We utilised sparse features to complement/supplement the dense features in characterising the text data efficiently, thereby achieving a composite featurization in a completely language agnostic manner. Including this composite featurization as components, we developed a language agnostic NLU pipeline for information extraction from customer queries to the conversational sales assistant.

The results of intent/entity recognition evaluation, conducted as a measure of information extraction, confirmed the effectiveness of composite featurization over either sparse or dense features alone. We conducted detailed analysis of performance of different featurizers in intent and entity recognitions, and presented valuable inferences regarding the benefits and limitations of each featurizer with respect to nature of entities and intents extracted. The language agnostic pipeline with the composite featurization delivered competent performance in NLU, clearly marking its usage for multilingual applications where dedicated language models are not available. In fact, the language agnostic processing was superior to language specific processing in NLU from both English and English-Hindi code mixing, indicating its efficiency in addressing code mixed text and content with spelling errors or out-of-vocabulary words.
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